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Newsletter 2320
GM’s Notes
Despite my best efforts at being Lewis Hamilton, I arrived at the run site just as the pack started off.
Pukka Sahib made the announcements and was the last to go in. Just as he left Peter and Susan and
friend Wei Ong arrived and hurried to catch up with the pack. All except Susan that is who went for a
stroll instead! About twenty minutes later Iceman arrived, changed and rushed off.
Su Kim set up the table and got it organised so that Mem Sahib, who had yet to turn up, could lay out the
food. In the meantime the slow runners returned with Mother Hen, Beauty Queen, Rupiah and soon
after Peter and Wei Ong all complaining that they could not find any paper. It was suspected that Pukka
Sahib, in his bid to keep the neighbourhood clean, had picked up the paper forgetting about people
coming late or those that are slow!!
About an hour later Iceman also returned with the same complaint, as did Speedhound, Rob and
W’anchor. Two tired Ians emerged from the jungle around 7.40pm followed by Goodyear and Tan five

minutes later. Their verdict was a good run but very little paper to follow. Later on Gman told us they
spent 10 hrs setting the run as they couldn’t find the trail to come out!!! Lucky for me that I didn’t help
set the run today otherwise I may have spent another night in the bush with Frank!!
The delicious home cooked food was wolfed down followed by fruits and durians fresh from the Bunny’s
orchard and a good evening was had by all, so many thanks to Mem Sahib for hosting the run.

Circle
1. Welcome the guests, Peter & Susan, Wei Ong, W’anchor and Tan.
2. Congratulations to Uncle Bee for completing 500 runs. Get a life!
3. Vinna was next to be iced. She killed a snake and the disposed of it at the runsite. Poor thing!!
4. You know what will happen if you keep talking during circle time especially with the GM presiding
and therefore if you don’t learn then take the consequences. So Money Manfred and Michelle
had to cool their buns for a while!
5. Bai Pass at Bayee Pass. The moment couldn’t be missed to welcome the Doc back after being MIA
for so long!! Hope to be seeing more of you!
6. Pukka Sahib was trying to be a good neighbour but failed to remember about the late comers
who had no trail to follow after he picked up the paper!!
7. The Bunny of the Day had her first taste of the ice on the night to be also congratulated on
achieving 500 Harriet runs. Get a life too!!
8. Gman was telling us about how it took 10hhrs to set the run and that his balls got so hot that he
had to take off his underwear. Good job there was ice left then!!
9. One smoker on ice all smokers on ice. Well three of them anyway. Robin, Beauty Queen and Kim
Looi were caught doing the terrible deed during circle time!! Naughty naughty!
10. Many thanks to the Bunny, Mem Sahib, for a good and nearly paperless run (small carbon
footprint therefore) great home cooked food and delicious fruits.
I will be away for the next few weeks so please support the runs and your hard working Committee
members during my absence.

Hareline 2016
Run 2320

28-July

Silent Man

Leader Garden
Date
2321

4-Aug

Hare/Bunny
Posh

Venue
Bee Gallery

2322

11-Aug Polish Piper

Bukit Tambun

2323

18-Aug Iceman

TAR College

2324

25-Aug Botak Chin

2325

1-Sep

Mother Hen

2326

8-Sep

Ronnie Tour

2327

15-Sep

Suaran

2328

22-Sep

Kissing Me

2329

29-Sep

Just Beer

2330

6-Oct

2331

13-Oct

Lyna Morgan

2332

20-Oct

Mini Sausage

2333

27-Oct

Viking

Carsten

ALWAYS CHECK THE RUN SITE BEFOREHAND AS THERE MAY BE LAST MINUTE CHANGES

INVITATION RUNS
October 2016
Ref: Petaling Jaya Hash House Harriettes 40th Anniversary
Date: 22nd October 2016 ( Saturday)
Fee: RM 100 per person before 31-12-2015, RM 120 after Closing Date: 31 st July
2016 (after goodies not guaranteed)
Venue: Bukit Tinggi
Registration Time: 12.00 noon
Email:
Contact Persons: Touch & Go +0122176612

July Babes

Mark 2nd

Adelya 14th

Francoise 3rd Cheng 7th

FUNNIES
An old drover walks into a barber shop in Black Stump
Crossing, Northern
Territory, for a shave and a haircut.
He tells the barber he can't get all his whiskers off
because his cheeks
are wrinkled from age.
The barber gets a little wooden ball from a cup on the
shelf and tells the
old drover to put it inside his cheek to spread out the
skin.
When he's finished, the old drover tells the barber that
was the cleanest
shave he'd had in years, but he wanted to know what
would have happened if
he had accidentally swallowed that little ball.
The barber replied, "Just bring it back in a couple of days
like everyone
else does.

